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Neither geophysical observations on mantle dynamics, nor
geochemical measurements on basalt are able to constrain by
themselves the long-term evolution of the Earth's mantle.
However, combining both approaches is promising to restrain
the set of possible mantle dynamics models, and to get a better
understanding of mantle mixing. Here, we present the results
of numerical mantle convection studies incorporating partial
melting and chemical fractionation at ridges. We use the 2D-
cartesian convective code ConMan (King et al 90) to carry out
the calculations. We advect passive tracers with assigned
chemical concentrations in U, Th, He, Pb and K. Partial
melting at ridges is controlled by the local temperature and the
mean previous degree of partial melting encountered by matter
at a local scale (with a resolution of about 25 km). Reversely,
latent heat consumption due to partial melting has a feedback
on the temperature and velocity fields. The subsequent
chemical fractionation yields a thin, highly degassed and
enriched in incompatible elements oceanic crust, and a thicker
residual lithospheric mantle. This process has a non-negligible
impact on the global mixing properties in the system, since it
generates an heterogeneous chemical distribution between
crust and lithosphere, while smoothing the melt product
relative to the source. In this presentation, we will focus on the
effects of the petrologic parameters (such as the bulk partition
coefficients) on the resulting long-term chemical evolution of
the system. What are the chemical implications of some
candidate models for the Earth's mantle dynamics (Hot
Abyssal Layer (Kellogg et al 99), D'' crust trapping
(Christensen and Hofmann 94))?
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11B/10B isotopic compositions were determined on biotite
and glass from three evolved volcanic rocks belonging to the
Neogene-Quaternary magmatism of Central Italy. 11B MAS
NMR spectra were also performed on the same glasses. In
these samples the measured boron biotite-glass partition
coefficient ranges between 0.004 and 0.011 indicating that
boron behaves as an incompatible element during biotite
crystallization. The 11B MAS NMR spectra reveal the presence
of trigonal BO3/2 units, tetrahedral BO4/2

- sites and three-
coordinated BO2/2O

- species containing one non-bridging
oxygen. The 11B/10B isotopic fractionation between biotite and
melt/glass was observed to be large even at magmatic
temperatures and was found to be between 1.0066 and
1.00279. The measured α  values are significantly higher than
those calculated using the Reduced Partition Function Ratio
(RPFR) values for B(OH)3 and B(OH)4

- as well as the
abundance of trigonal and tetrahedral boron obtained by 11B
NMR spectra. Furthermore, a non-linear relationship is
observed between the %BO4 in the glass structure and the
measured 1000lnα  suggesting that the approximation of
monomeric B(OH)3 and B(OH)4

- species contribution through
ideal mixing in calculating the RPFR in polyanions probably
does not apply to silicate glasses.


